Connecticut

Target key media, government officials and public policy influencers throughout the state. Also includes Web sites, portals, databases and online audiences.

Connecticut Newspapers

Branford Sound
Business New Haven
Connecticut Economic Digest
Connecticut Post
Corporate Connecticut
Magazine
Darien News-Review, The
Darien Times
Fairfield Citizen
Fairfield County Business Journal
Foothills Trader, The
Glastonbury Citizen
Greenwich Post
Greenwich Time
Hartford Business Journal
Hartford Courant
Housatonic Community College Newspaper: Horizons
Journal Inquirer
New Haven Register
Newtown Bee
Norwalk Hour
Norwich Bulletin
Plainville Citizen
Ridgefield Press
Shore Line Times
Stamford Advocate
The Bristol Press
The Day
The Dolphin
The Hour
The Middletown Press
The New Britain Herald
The News Times
The News-Times
The Record-Journal
The Register Citizen
The Stamford Times
The Westerly Sun
Thompson Villager

Waterbury Republican-American
Western Connecticut State University
Westport Minuteman
Willimantic Chronicle
Wilton Bulletin
Yale Daily News
AP/Hartford
AP/New Haven
Art New England
Business New England Magazine
Commercial Record
The Connecticut Economy
News 12 Connecticut
WCTX-TV (ABC)
WFSB-TV (CBS)
WTIC-TV
WTNH-TV (ABC)
WTXX-TV (CW)
WVIT-TV (NBC)
Metro Networks
WATR-AM
WESU-FM
WGCH-AM
WICC-AM
WILL-AM
WMJ-AM
WLAD-AM
WLIS-AM
WMRD-AM
WNLC-FM
WNLK-AM
WNPR-FM
WQUN-AM
WSHU-AM
WTIC-AM & FM
WTIC-AM (CBS)

Connecticut News Services

Connecticut

Connecticut Post

CTPost.com

Connecticut Online Services

Bethel.Patch.com
Brookfield.Patch.com
CBIA.com News (Connecticut Business & Industry Association)
Conntact.com
CTNewsline.com
Danbury.Patch.com
Meriden.Patch.com
Patch.com
PostLatino.com
Trumbull.Patch.com
Waterford.Patch.com
WestfairOnline.com
Westport.Patch.com
WestportNow.com

Connecticut Magazines & Periodicals

Art New England
Business New England Magazine
Commercial Record
The Connecticut Economy

Connecticut Television

News 12 Connecticut
WCTX-TV (ABC)
WFSB-TV (CBS)
WTIC-TV
WTNH-TV (ABC)
WTXX-TV (CW)
WVIT-TV (NBC)

Connecticut Radio

Metro Networks
WATR-AM
WESU-FM
WGCH-AM
WICC-AM
WILL-AM
WMJ-AM
WLAD-AM
WLIS-AM
WMRD-AM
WNLC-FM
WNPR-FM
WQUN-AM
WSHU-AM
WTIC-AM & FM
WTIC-AM (CBS)